VAMMINATOR SUPREME
TEACHER EVALUATION SYSTEM

Manufactured, promoted, verified, validated, tested, distributed, and supported by DataRight, Inc.
VAMMINATOR SUPREME ..... LATEST TECHNOLOGY
VAMMINATOR SURPREME ..... HAS ALL THE TOOLS
VAMMINATOR SURPREME ....

Data-Driven, Data-Determined, Data-Delicious
TODAY’S CHOICES
a. Tuna Casserole + French Fries
b. Tuna Sandwich + French Fries
c. Spaghetti + French Fries

I’ll have "d." — "none of the above!"
Student Differences Between Classes?
(non-random assignment)
Instability From Year to Year?
Differences in Exogenous Variables? (e.g., peer classroom effects, principal support, curriculum, colleagues, schools)

The Solution?

CEVC, Comprehensive Exogenous Variable Control.
We use advanced methods of SEM, commonly referred to as **Structural Equivivation Modeling**, to establish robust causal links with correlational data.
We employ CPT, Ceiling Prevention Tests
YES!!! We employ PPPP

Peculiarly Putative Pedagogical Practices
Assures Perfect Alignment!

CHECKING PELVIC ALIGNMENT

The hands are placed on the pelvic bones to check their alignment.

The practitioner crouches in order to be at eye level with the pelvis.

Screws are placed into the bone above and below the fracture, and a device is attached to the screws from outside the skin, where it may be adjusted to realign the bone.
Students Not Motivated?

We rely on **Diffusion of Treatmints**.
Misclassification of Teachers?

Tie-Squared Technique:
VAMMINATOR **SURPREME** .....

Want some summative, meta-analytic, thoroughly vetted research?

See the MERC website for a summary of recent literature.
VAMMINATOR SURPREME .....  

Starter Kit $19.95 (+ $19.95 for stuffing, taping, packaging, shipping and handling)
LET’S MAKE A DEAL —
TODAY IS A 25% DISCOUNT

BUT WAIT!!! — ORDER NOW AND GET OUR NEWEST TOOL:

THE VAMMINATOR SCHOOL PRINCIPAL MANIPULATOR
CALL NOW!
1-VAM-MIN-ATOR